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Agenda
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〉 Mike Robinson
Moffatt & Nichol〉1:00 – 1:30 PM Introduction

〉1:30 – 2:15 PM Breakout Room Discussion
〉2:15 – 3:00 PM Conclusion
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Welcome and Overview

〉Amanda Ohlensehlen
Community & Economic Development Manager
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The Road to Resilience: 
A Brief Overview of New Bern’s Goals for 2021 and Beyond
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〉 Duffyfield Stormwater 
Enhancement Project 
Example 

〉The City of New Bern is looking to the future
〉Proactive steps already underway to begin the 
next phases of this work

〉Heavy emphasis on implementing programs and 
projects
〉From educational outreach to help individual citizens 

and businesses be better prepared and more resilient
〉To seeking funding for engineering and nature-based 

solutions
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The Road to Resilience: 
A Brief Overview of New Bern’s Goals for 2021 and Beyond
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〉 National Fish and 
Wildlife Foundation 
(NFWF) funding

〉 Future implementation 
of site-specific projects

〉 Better enable the City to 
withstand future storm 
events

〉 Ongoing efforts to 
acquire coastal 
resiliency grant funding 
to further progress the 
City’s strategy 

〉 Planning and grant 
development needs to 
begin a minimum of 1 
year prior to initiation of 
a project

〉Coordinating efforts to share information
〉Aligning goals with statewide and regional 
resiliency initiatives

〉Not a static process but a dynamic one 
〉Actively seeking funding and guidance for next 
steps
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The Path Forward: 
A Recap of Stakeholder Meeting #1 Takeaways
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〉 Mike Robinson
Moffatt & Nichol〉Historic Preservation

〉Flood Vulnerability Assessment
〉Outreach and Education
〉Engineering Solutions
〉Nature-based Solutions
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The Path Forward: 
A Recap of Stakeholder Meeting #1 Takeaways
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〉 Top 3 actions the City 
can launch today for a 
more resilient historic 
community

1. Establish a field team to 
assist in pre-disaster 
preparedness and post-
disaster recovery

2. Reduce flood risk and 
flood insurance costs by 
promoting participation 
in the NFIP and CRS

3. Develop design 
guidelines for adapting 
historic properties to 
minimize flooding

〉Key thoughts on Historic Preservation
〉 Need for a multi-disciplinary team

〉 Common methodology for scoring properties and situations evenly
〉 Alderman-appointed team member from each Ward
〉 Utilize the NC CREST (Cultural Resources Emergency Stabilization Team) for 

advice and training
〉 Meet semi-regularly

〉 Community outreach should include:
〉 Promoting public awareness of flooding risk (Hurricane Preparedness Month or 

Flood Safety Week) and NFIP
〉 Disseminating information on HPC guidance for elevation, basic costs for 

adaptation, and information on measures not requiring HPC review

〉 Draft and secure Council Approval for final HPC Elevation Design Guidelines
〉 Incorporate use of synthetic materials below the design flood elevation and to the 

rear of properties
〉 Incorporate design guidance for landscaping / nature-based solutions
〉 Add a "how-to" component on the various methods of dry and wet floodproofing
〉 Secure funding to address limited staff capacity to research best practices and 

develop rules of procedure
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The Path Forward: 
A Recap of Stakeholder Meeting #1 Takeaways
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〉 The breakout group will 
focus next on problem 
statements using the 
assessment information 
and brainstorm 
strategies to address 
vulnerabilities

〉Key thoughts on Flood Vulnerability
〉Potential loss of road access during flood events 

(including in areas of new construction)
〉Understand how the assessment could be used to help 

inform land use planning, zoning, and construction 
policies

〉Additional sources of information that may be available 
soon from federal and state partner agencies
〉 Including wave and water level modeling data from the USACE 

and additional flood extents from NCEM and in coordination with 
NCDCM
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The Path Forward: 
A Recap of Stakeholder Meeting #1 Takeaways
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〉 Outreach Opportunities:
〉 Leverage leaders / 

ambassadors to spread 
word in their silos

〉 Reach youth through 
educational programs

〉 Communications hub for 
those looking to relocate 
to New Bern

〉 Include resources / info in 
welcome baskets 

〉 SMS/text messaging, 
Apps, direct mail

〉 Share floodplain 
information via outreach

〉 Get shelter / emergency 
services info out sooner

〉 Resiliency Ambassadors, 
training, marketing, 
education

〉Key thoughts on Outreach and Education
〉 Outreach Challenges:

〉 Communication
〉 Covid-19
〉 Decline in traditional cable and newspaper usage
〉 Lack of Internet access

〉 Pre-disaster
〉 Some have a lack of “seriousness” mindset, despite New Bern’s 

outreach and communication efforts
〉 Protection of services / locations people flee to for help

〉 Post-disaster
〉 Shelter urgency – wait on release of information
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The Path Forward: 
A Recap of Stakeholder Meeting #1 Takeaways
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〉 Important to understand 
and quantify the risks of 
flooding hazards 
compared to the 
solutions that are being 
proposed as well as the 
lifespan of those 
solutions

〉 For all projects, it is 
important to identify 
and/or create co-
benefits with mitigation 
solutions that provide 
community amenities 
and/or aesthetic benefits 
beyond simple flood 
protection

〉Key thoughts on Engineering Solutions
〉 Protective berms/levees with pump stations can provide 

protection from certain types of events
〉 As demonstrated in the Jack Smith Creek area and modeled after the 

Elizabeth City plan (which share similar flood threat types)
〉 Implementation of green infrastructure interspersed where 

possible throughout the City
〉 Improve management of stormwater runoff for frequent flood events 

from localized rainfall (not large-scale events from tropical systems or 
from swelling rivers due to events in the upstream watersheds)

〉 Improve water quality and can provide community amenities/aesthetics
〉 Importance of transportation facilities and their interaction with 

and relation to other facilities
〉 Highlighted by the need for evacuation routes and emergency vehicle 

access during large events that may not be possible to mitigate
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The Path Forward: 
A Recap of Stakeholder Meeting #1 Takeaways
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〉 The biggest selling 
points for nature-based 
solutions are its many 
benefits beyond 
mitigating the effects of 
natural hazards

〉 Nature-based solutions 
can provide short- and 
long-term 
environmental, 
economic, and social 
advantages that improve 
a community’s overall 
quality of life

〉Key thoughts on Nature-based Solutions
〉 Nature-based infrastructure is known by different terms, including green 

infrastructure, natural infrastructure, or “Engineering with Nature” (USACE)
〉 Common thread is that nature-based solutions provide more value than grey 

infrastructure and yield community and ecosystem benefits
〉 Must consider a range of nature-based solutions that fit many categories 

based on scale and location including watershed or landscape scale, 
neighborhood or site scale and coastal areas, such as shoreline stabilization

〉 Environmental criteria, such as wetlands, endangered species and water 
quality, are a few of the criteria to be evaluated for siting nature-based 
solutions
〉 Analysis should also include demographics, flood inundation, SLR, etc.

〉 Ongoing programs and planning efforts, such as the Redevelopment 
Commission and the Choice Neighborhood Initiative, play a significant role in 
prioritizing where nature-based solutions can protect and reduce flooding in 
vulnerable communities



Breakout Room Discussion

Lisa Craig,
The Craig Group

Historic 
Preservation

Matt Hutchins,
NEMAC+FernLeaf

Flood Vulnerability 
Assessment

Amanda Zullo,
Moffatt & Nichol

Public Outreach 
& Education

Jeff Crump,
Moffatt & Nichol

Engineering 
Solutions

Dawn York,
Moffatt & Nichol

The Environment & 
Nature-Based Solutions
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Today’s Activities: 
Lead-in to Breakout Group Discussions
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〉We will now segway into the “Breakout Group 
Discussions”

〉You will automatically be placed in your session; you 
will not be allowed to shift into another session

〉Please remain in your session for the full 45-minute 
time period (will end at 2:15 pm)

〉If your group finishes early, you may take a quick break
〉You will see a “10 second countdown” which will close 
the breakout room and bring you back into the main 
room



Conclusion
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Report Out from Each 
Breakout Group
〉Each Breakout Group to Share (5-8 minutes each):

〉What was Discussed
〉Key Takeaways
〉Findings and Conclusions
〉Q&A at End

〉Housekeeping Items
〉Ongoing Meetings (TBD)
〉Web-based Resources
〉Next Steps
〉Project Contact Information 
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Project Contacts

Amanda Ohlensehlen
ohlensehlena@newbernnc.gov
Mike Robinson (M&N)
mrobinson@moffattnichol.com



THANK YOU Moffatt & Nichol
4700 Falls of Neuse Road

Suite 300
Raleigh, NC 27609

Tel: 919.781.4626

moffattnichol.com
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www.newbernnc.gov/resiliency
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